Woodlands

This all-ages booklist has been created to compliment the BPP Conservancy’s theme of the month at the Environmental Center. The theme for the month of February is Woodlands!

Central Park in the dark:
Marie Winn.
(Audience: Adult, Nonfiction) Explore a once-hidden world in a series of interlocking narratives about the extraordinary denizens, human and animal, of an iconic American park.

Sprout lands: tending the endless gift of trees
Logan, William Bryant, author.
(Audience: Adult, Nonfiction) A practical knowledge about how to live with trees to mutual benefit and a hope that humans may again learn what the persistence and generosity of trees can teach (15 black and white illustrations).

Five-star trails, Finger Lakes and Central New York:
Timothy Starmer.
(Audience: Adult, Nonfiction) Featuring a broad mixture of landscapes that were carefully selected to give the most varied but also rewarding experience when picking a trail.

A field guide to eastern forests, North America/
John Kricher; illustrated by Gordon Morrison; photographs by John Kricher.
(Audience: Adult, Nonfiction) This field guide includes all the flora and fauna you’re most likely to see in the forests of eastern North America.

Field guide to the natural world of New York City/
Leslie Day; illustrated by Mark A. Klinger; foreword by Michael R. Bloomberg.
(Audience: Adult, Nonfiction) This book is a complete guide for the urban naturalist—with tips on identifying the city’s flora and fauna and maps showing the nearest subway stop.

Hatchet/
Gary Paulsen.
(Audience: Young Adult) This award-winning contemporary classic is the survival story with which all others are compared.

Run with the wind
Tom McCaughren; illustrator, Rebecca Atkinson.
(Audience: Young Adult) The Land of Sinna, Black Tip, Vickey, Old Sage Brush, Fang, Hop-along and the rest of the foxes living around Beech Paw are in trouble. They are being hunted, trapped and harried and have no choice but to set out in search of...

The Amazing Animal Atlas
Crumpton, Nick/ Bordicchia, Gaia (ILT)
(Audience: Children, Nonfiction) Discover the rich variety of animals that share our blue planet.
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You are my baby:
Lorena Siminovich.
(Audience: Children) Turn the pages to match the baby animals to their parents, and learn early concepts along the way. Young ones will discover animal habits in the forest.

Forest habitats:
Lesley McFadzean.
(Audience: Children) This beautifully illustrated book explores the plant life found within each of the six principal types of forest, using this framework to examine the ways that animals and humans interact with the resources that surround them.

Diary of a wombat:
by Jackie French; illustrated by Bruce Whatley.
(Audience: Children) This entertaining book, with its brief, humorous text and hilarious illustrations, will endear the wombat to young children, who may recognize in the determined furry creature some qualities that they share.

A woodland wedding:
by Rebecca Elliott.
(Audience: Children) Eva's teacher, Miss Featherbottom, is getting married, but when her special necklace disappears!